A cognitive radio wireless network is an emerging communication paradigm to effectively address spectrum scarcity challenge. In this paper, we investigate the performance improvement gained by applying cognitive radio to a multiple Wireless Service Providers (WSPs). We consider several independent WSPs and two types of users: primary (licensed) and secondary (unlicensed) users. We have proposed a scheme for secondary users to manage their handoff based on a threshold on the number of channels fixed by the WSP. As each WSP evolves in a random environment, we propose a game theoretic framework to find a Nash equilibrium and a stochastic learning algorithm to converge to this equilibrium. A Markov process, with continuous time and finite state space, models the system. Numerical results show the system equilibrium points and the conditions to converge to the best one of them to increase the spectrum utilization of cognitive users. 31 providers). The WSP i possesses K i channels and without loss of generality each user requires the capacity of one channel for the duration of its service in order to fulfill its requirements.
Introduction
Cognitive radio is a paradigm for wireless communication in which either a WSP or a wireless node changes its transmission or reception parameters to communicate efficiently avoiding interference with licensed or unlicensed users [1] . This alteration of parameters is based on the active monitoring of several factors in the external and internal radio environment, such as radio frequency spectrum, user behavior and network state. In a network supporting cognitive radio, secondary users (SUs) opportunistically use the spectrum that is normally assigned to primary users (PUs) but not being used at a particular time and geographic location. Thus, a secondary user must leave the channel once detecting the presence of a licensed user. At the same time, the SU will scan all other channels and handoff to another unused one if available; otherwise, its communication is interrupted. Once interrupted, the SU can either leave the system or wait in a queue so that its connection is terminated or suspended. In [2] , the authors propose a new dynamic spectrum access scheme for cognitive radio wireless networks with and without buffering for secondary users to avoid direct blocking. A Markov model was developed to analyze the proposed spectrum sharing policies. The result indicates that the buffer is able to significantly reduce the SU blocking probability and no completion probability with very minor increased forced termination probability. A rigorous study of performance in opportunistic spectrum access systems that limit disruptions to unpredictable primary users is presented in [3] . The goal was to understand whether dynamic spectrum access could provide reliable spectrum to secondary users while respecting hard disruption limits that protect primary-user transmissions. Virtual unlicensed spectrum is another way to share bands with primary users without interferences. Thus, in [4] a cognitive radio approach for usage of virtual unlicensed spectrum is presented. A vision of a cognitive radio based approach that uses allocated spectrum in an opportunistic manner to create virtual unlicensed bands i.e., bands that are shared with the primary users on a non-interfering basis. Dynamic spectrum management techniques are used to adapt to immediate local spectrum availability. The authors define the system requirements for this approach, as well as the general architecture and basic physical and link layer functions.
In general, there are two basic operation models for SUs: OSA that is also called the spectrum overlay paradigm versus spectrum sharing (SS) or the spectrum underlay paradigm. In the OSA model, the SUs are allowed to transmit over the band of interest when all the Pus is not transmitting at this band. One essential enabling technique for OSA based SUs is spectrum sensing; where the SUs individually or collaboratively detect active PU transmissions over the band, and decide to transmit if the sensing results indicate that all the PU transmitters are inactive at this band with a high probability. The key operation is spectrum sensing; the interested readers may refer to, e.g., [5, 1] for an overview of the state of art results in this area. As a counterpart, the SS model allows the SUs to transmit simultaneously with PUs at the same band even if they are active, provided that the SUs know how to control their resultant interference [6] . For instance, in [7] packet collision probability was considered as the PU protection requirement. Under this requirement, the SU must guarantee that the packet collision probability of a PU packet is less than a certain threshold specified by the PU.
As SUs are required to share the interference channel information and power strategies to conduct the game with pricing mechanisms that incur the frequent exchange of information, the authors in [8] propose a distributed power control algorithm for CR networks through reinforcement learning, and provide an incomplete-information power control game in CR networks.
In this paper we consider a system with multiple Wireless Service Providers (WSPs) where multiple SUs are allowed to access the unused licensed spectrum bands without conflicting with PUs. In order to protect the QoS of PUs, each WSP reserves a number of channels allowed to SUs by fixing a threshold. We assume that SUs are equipped with cognitive radio equipment and are able to detect the presence of the licensed users. How a service provider should choose the threshold is a crucial task. Indeed, decreasing the threshold could produce a high migration rate of SUs to other WSPs and brings down their performance, while increasing it could degrades the QoS offered to PUs. In practice, there is no reserved bandwidth to SUs, and the threshold defined can be interpreted as reserving all available channels to PUs. Therefore, SUs use only empty channels when the PUs is absent or inactive. Our paper covers this case. The interest of this work is to study the benefit of including such threshold by WSPs in term of performance while insuring a QoS to PUs all the time. Indeed, a user can use licensed channels his real time traffic in order to guarantee the desired QoS, while the best effort one can be performed using the unlicensed channels with cognitive equipment. Another reason of such framework can be reducing the total cost of service. We formulate the problem as a non-cooperative game between WSPs, and we look for the equilibrium strategy that allows achieving high spectrum efficiency while conforming to the interference constraint of PUs.
System Description
The system under consideration is a collection of N WSPs with infrastructure deployed in the same geographical area and covers a shared pool of end users (see Figure 1 with 3 service
Figure 1. Illustrative Example of the System with Three WSPs
We consider two types of users:  The PUs related to a specific WSP with a guaranteed QoS, dedicated channels and without the possibility to have service in other WSPs.  The SUs who are not attached to any WSP and sense all channels of the system looking for spectrum holes.
The system considered has a total capacity of M = K i i=1 N å . However, the WSPs belonging to the system are completely independent of each other, with primary users only being served by their home WSP. As a result, when a WSP reaches its capacity, it must start blocking calls, as it has no available channels. For SUs, if resources are not available in a WSP, the SU can switch to another WSP j ( j ¹ i) with a uniform probability on all networks with free resources. As a SU may be pushed out if it uses a licensed channel and no other resource is available for PUs, an occupancy threshold Th for SUs has been included in the model. However, our model still cover the classical scenario where PUs have the right to use all channels, and SUs take advantage of spectrum only when PUs are absent. The threshold was included in order to study how our scenario may improve the performance of SUs under the QoS constraint required by PUs. SUs can occupy channels until the threshold. Once exceeded, the new calls are blocked. As for PUs, they can use in addition of the rest of channels, the empty reserved resources for SUs. A PU didn't interrupt the service of a SU under any condition. Indeed, a PU is blocked if n PU i = K i , and a SU is blocked if 
Admission Control a. Transition Rates and System State
In order to analyze the behavior of the WSPs and the interactions between them in the sense of SUs migrations, the state of the system at time t is defined by Then, we model the process as 2N-dimensions quasi-birth and death Markov chain with continuous time and state space. Thus, we define the space of admissible states as A perfect channel is assumed in which a channel is either busy or idle. It is also assumed that radio systems always detect radio resource an allocation of each other's, here the radio resource refers to bandwidth. We assume that spectral scanning is performed instantaneously, so there is no scanning delay. We assume that PUs arrivals to WSP i, follow a Poisson distribution with rate l i PU and their service time is exponentially distributed with mean 1/ m PU i . We assume also that SUs service time to WSP i is distributed exponentially with 1/ m SU i . However, the arrival rate of SUs depends on the global state ( ) of the system. The Poisson process has been found to provide a good representation for arrival calls and service time of a call while Internet traffic exhibits a correlation structure over a wide span of time scales. Hence, the arrival rate of a SU to WSP i is given by We recall that the WSPs are totally independent. The migration of SUs is the only interaction between them. According to a previous work [9] , the computation of the steady state can be approximated by considering the steady state of each WSP. Let us define the sub state space of WSP i as follows where and
The steady state probability of WSP i is defined by This sub steady state is given by using the standard argument for queuing networks. Hence, based on the BCMP theorem [10] for multiple classes, the state probability in the closed product-form is given with ( c = PU, SU ) as follows:
where G i is the normalizing constant over the sub space E i and its given by:
The arrival rate l SU j,i (used in (1.1)) is unknown and depends on the random number of SUs of WSP j that go elsewhere. These rates are calculated iteratively in the next sub-section.
b. Migration Rates
A SU from WSP j goes elsewhere if n SU j = Th j (i.e. SUs use all reserved resources of j). Let be the number of WSPs that have unused resources at state , then we have Let be the probability that the system is in state and is defined as follows:
where G is a constant given by Then, the arrival rate of a SU from WSP j to i is given by (1.4) In order to obtain the arrival rate from (1.1), we first need to compute the migration rate of SUs (
To this aim, we follow the Algorithm 1: x is a very small positive number, then the new migration rates will be used to compute the performance metrics. Otherwise, go to step 2 with the new migration rates as initial values, then the iterations are continued until to reach the convergence of rates.
Note that, since the Markov chain has a stationary distribution p , a migration rate l SU j,i exists and can be estimated by the previous Algorithm.
c. Performance Evaluation
We have used some classic QoS metrics to evaluate the performance of the system: blocking probability and cognitive throughput. Each is calculated based on the state and transition probabilities as follows:
i. Blocking Probability
A new PU to WSP i is blocked if all resources of this WSP are used.
A new SU is refused to have service in WSP i if all resources of this WSP are used or the threshold is reached by SUs. Then the blocking probability of a SU is Then, the overall blocking probability for a new SU flows to the all system is given by
ii. Spectrum Utilization
We define the spectrum or bandwidth utilization as follows:
Since SUs have no guarantee of their QoS, our aim in this work is to maximize their throughput in each WSP i by taking into consideration the quality of service reserved to PUs. We recall that service providers are completely independent. No information about other WSPs resource allocation is available. This kind of problems in a random environment can be solved using no cooperative games to find a Nash equilibrium and Stochastic learning algorithms to converge to this equilibrium.
Stochastic Automata Games
In this section, we briefly introduce the concept of automata games [11] . The process of a learning automaton proceeds as follows. At each time, the automaton interacts with the environment by choosing randomly from a finite set of actions based on some probability distribution (initially, each action can be selected with equal probability). For every action that it chooses, the environment evaluates that action and sent a feedback to the automaton based on which the next action is chosen and the procedure is repeated. An important property of the learning automaton is its ability to improve its performance with time in an unknown environment.
a. Game Formulation
In a game, instead of one automaton playing with the environment, N automatons take part. Each automaton is described by a quadruple {A i ,r i , L i , p i }, where A i is a finite set of actions or pure strategies with a i the cardinality of 
is the stochastic learning algorithm. Each WSP can improve the cognitive throughput by increasing the value of threshold Th at the cost of high cognitive arrival rate to other WSPs, and brings down their throughput. In Figure 2 , when WSP 2 increases its threshold, the migration rate to WSP 1 of SUs increases, and thus the arrival rate of SUs increases also. As a consequence, the cognitive throughput decreases.
Figure 2. Cognitive Throughput with Two WSPs
In order to keep a WSP from a selfish behavior in this no cooperative game, the steady state is computed and known as Nash Equilibrium. Formally the no cooperative game is expressed as:
where P t is the maximal tolerated blocking probability of PUs in order to maintain a desired QoS, and Th -i is the strategy vector of other players, and it's defined by
Th
-i = (Th 1 ,...,Th i-1 ,Th i+1 ,...,Th N ). The solution of this game is given in the sense of NE [12] as follows.
Definition 1:
A thresholds vector Th=(
Once reached the NE, no player can improve the value of its utility by unilaterally deviating. The action tuples corresponding to the NE are then predicted as the most likely steady state outcome of the game.
b. Discrete Stochastic Learning Game
The learning algorithm used by each player is given in Algorithm 2. This Algorithm is known as Linear Reward-Inaction ( L R-I ) Algorithm [13] . We can see from the rule of updating action probabilities (step 4 of the algorithm) that this algorithm is completely decentralized which is consistent with our model, and also we can see that 
 Check the convergence between the old probability value p i (k -1) and the new one
e is a very small positive number, then the algorithm has converged. Otherwise, go to step 3 with the new probability vector p i (k) as initial values, and the iterations are continued until to reach the convergence.
c. Theoretical Analysis of the Learning Algorithm
A general method of analysis for such learning algorithms is the called ODE method. This method is based on the fact that for small values of the learning parameter (step size) D used in (step 4 of the Algorithm 2), the long-term behavior of the algorithm can be approximated by an associated ordinary differential equation (ODE). The learning algorithm can be represented by [14] P(k +1) = P(k) + D.G(P(k),a(k),b(k)),
where is the vector of actions selected by the N automata and the vector of resulting payoffs or utilities. G represents the updating action probabilities specified by the learning algorithm. We define a function g as the following conditional expectation 2 j ) as the reward probability of action a j of player WSP1 (respectively WSP2). Then, we can express explicitly the differential equation whose solution characterizes the long-term behavior of the algorithm as: 
From the above equations, we can solve the system by setting the left side of equations to zero and get the equilibrium solution.
Numerical Results
We turn in this section to study a concrete example that will allow us to measure different metric performances of the system. We consider a system consisting of two WSPs. The set of parameters used in this section is summarized in the following 
a. Uniqueness of Equilibrium
In a game, the case of multiple pure Nash equilibrium can occurs. This situation is more present when we have discrete strategies. In most figures we focus on the cognitive throughput as a measurement metric. Figure 3 shows the best response of two WSPs while limiting blocking of PUs to 0.1%. We have two pure equilibriums Th * = (6,4) that we denote by the first equilibrium where Th1 * = 6 and Th2 * = 4, and Th * = (7,3) denoted by the second equilibrium. The throughput received when playing the first equilibrium is the vector (0.678,0.454), while with the second equilibrium the WSPs obtained (0.6619,0.436). It is easy to see that this makes a little difference between the two equilibriums, since the total payoff of the first one is better than the second. If we had no differences between the two equilibriums and both of them were efficient, the problem would be more complicated and the game of this kind will raises in the called coordination games. Questions to which we have to answer are: the algorithm will converge to the best equilibrium? And in which cases the second equilibrium may present an attractor to the algorithm? 
b. Stochastic Learning Game
In Figure 4 , we plot the choice probability of the threshold strategies to try to answer the questions asked before. We present three different scenarios, the first one with equally initial probability of actions. The second scenario with a random initial distribution and the last one with a distribution close to an equilibrium point. We choose these scenarios to cover the majority of cases and observe the behavior of the algorithm in each case. With a uniform initial distribution ( Figure 4a ) and 4(b)), after a small number of iterations, the algorithm starts learning the optimal actions and converges to the best equilibrium Th = (6, 4) . This speed of learning is decreased when we choose a random vector of action probabilities, this is due the time needed to correct these wrong probabilities, but the convergence remains to the best equilibrium. For illustration, we choose P1(t=0)=[0.2 0.035 0.045 0.035 0.3 0.035 0.035 0.16 0.12 0.035] and P2(t=0)=[0.21 0.035 0.035 0.14 0.3 0.04 0.045 0.045 0.1 0.045] (figure 4(c) and 4(d)). As depicted in figure 3 there is two pure Nash equilibrium, the last scenario shows the case when the convergence is to the second equilibrium. In figure 4(e) and 4(f), we consider the following example P1(t=0)=[0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.022 0.8 0.022 0.022 0.022] and P2(t=0)=[0.044 0.044 0.6 0.044 0.044 0.044 0.044 0.044 0.044 0.044], which means the case when the starting distribution is too close to the equilibrium point. This is the only case when the algorithm does not converge to the best equilibrium.
We have simulated more than these three scenarios, and all paths of the learning process converge to the optimal strategy independently of their initial probability distribution. The extreme cases are those initial probabilities points too close to the weak equilibrium. But we can always keep those situations from happening by uniformly setting all actions probabilities. Without advance information, this initialization is the most natural and fair thing we can do.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have studied the QoS and the performance evaluation in wireless networks. The system proposed is a set of WSPs competing with each other's. The model developed describes the interaction between users in one side, and between users and service providers in the other side. A Markov process, with continuous time and finite state space, models the system. Furthermore, we have seen that improving the service time of SUs is possible with respect to the QoS offered to PUs. In addition, several numerical results are presented in this paper in order to analyze the game equilibrium. The learning algorithm allows to SUs to improve their service time without deteriorating the QoS of PUs. 
